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Abstract

Keywords:

In the context of authorization in distributed systems, security and pri-
vacy often seem at odds. Privacy goals motivate the use of privacy-
enhanced forms of authorization such as attribute-based, anonymous
authorization; the need to identify misbehaving users calls for either
identity-based authorization or identity escrow allowing re-identification
of users.

We propose a risk-driven design approach for maximizing privacy of
users while satisfying security requirements of an application. In this
approach, a security measure such as authentication or identity escrow
is introduced only if it addresses a concrete risk. The approach helps to
identify privacy-friendly solutions as well as trade-offs between privacy
and cost considerations. We illustrate our approach with an example
application using anonymous credentials.

anonymity, privacy, accountability, risk analysis, anonymous credentials

INTRODUCTION

In distributed systems, the authorization of a specific request for ac-
cess is often based on authentication of the requesting individual using
a certificate or credential issued by a trusted entity. Attribute-based
authorization is based on the individual proving possession of certified
attributes rather than on his identity; attributes can be certified in con-
ventional public-key certificates [9, 8] or in anonymous credentials [5, 4,
6, 7, 12]; proof of ownership of (the secret associated with) such a certifi-
cate or credential then proves ownership of the attributes. As attributes
need not be associated with a name, attribute-based authorization can
be used to increase the privacy of users while maintaining secure autho-
rization.
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Security considerations encompass more than only the verification of
a user’s right to perform a certain action. For many applications, it is
perceived that users can misuse their rights in a way which may man-
date establishing the user’s identity after the fact in order to hold the
user accountable for his actions. Re-identification may be achieved by
means of an identity escrow entity [1] trusted with the mapping between
a certificate or public key and a user’s real identity; revealing this map-
ping may be subject to certain misuse conditions being satisfied. An
issue which has received less attention than user accountability is the
accountability of credential or certificate issuers towards relying parties
accepting these credentials and certificates. Trust management systems
(e.g., [2, 8, 11]) define what are valid chains of trust but fail to address
the question of liability and verifiability of certificate issuers. When the
owner of an online shop says ‘I trust the customer’s bank’; he probably
means: ‘The bank has issued certificate practice statements with liabil-
ities for payments based on certificates it issues; the bank is endorsed
by an insurance company with appropriate liabilities. Therefore, I trust
that I will receive the money associated with a payment based on a
certificate issued by the bank.’

Designing systems with maximal security and privacy clearly requires
a way of stating security requirements in a way which allows satisfying
them with privacy-friendly technologies. Also this issue seems not to
have been addressed so far. In requirements engineering (e.g., [16, 15]),
security requirements are often stated in terms of mechanisms such as
(traditional, identity-based) authentication. Also research in the field of
security patterns (e.g., [13, 10]) and their use in modelling and analyzing
security requirements describes security problems and requirements at a
similar level.

With the risk-driven design approach proposed in this paper, we at-
tempt to address the above issues. Our goal is to correctly address
security requirements while maximizing users’ privacy. The focus on
risks allows us to describe security needs in a mechanism-independent
way and to satisfy them using privacy-friendly technologies. It also helps
us in finding or avoiding hidden trust assumptions between issuers and
relying parties. The approach also identifies trade-offs between privacy
(or anonymity) and other considerations such as cost.

The principles of our approach are independent of the technology used
for authenticating users’ access requests. Of course, we can best illus-
trate them using an authentication mechanism supporting anonymity as
well as accountability. We illustrate our approach using the anonymous
credential system with conditional re-identification described in [3, 14].
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we
introduce the anonymous credential system used to illustrate our ap-
proach. In Section 2, we introduce our example application and propose
a first, ad-hoc, design. In Section 3, we re-design the example applica-
tion using our risk-driven approach and discuss its advantages. Section
4 concludes the paper.

1. AN ANONYMOUS CREDENTIAL
SYSTEM WITH CONDITIONAL
RE-IDENTIFICATION

The anonymous credential system with which we illustrate our ap-
proach is the one described in [3, 14]. Here, we describe only the basic
constructs; for a more in-depth discussion, we refer to [14].

Figure 1. Basic Credential System Protocols

Figure 1 shows a user U (1) establishing a nym (pseudonym)
with credential issuer I, (2) obtaining a credential from I, and
(3) proving ownership of that credential to a verifier V by producing a
credential-based signature Such a credential-based signature
proves that the signer possesses a credential issued by I. However, it
does not contain or (optional mechanisms allowing to
derive from under specific conditions are discussed
below). Obtaining a nym or credential and signing with a credential are
interactive protocols; representing them as single messages is appropriate
for the present discussion.

A credential is represented as follows:
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is the nym (pseudonym) under which I knows U. Unless
establishing involved identity escrow (see below), I cannot
link to the identity of U.

is the issuing public key of the issuer; the credential is
signed with the corresponding secret key

MultiSig being true or false indicates whether the credential can
be used multiple times or only once. When U signs twice with the
same one-use credential, the resulting signatures allow I to extract

Figure 1 shows V sending to I for double-
spending detection. This can be done online, during verification
of offline double-spending detection is less expensive
to realize but only allows for after-the fact detection.

Exp represents a credential expiration time.

U’s credential-based signature reflects the parameters and options with
which U invoked the signing.

represents a signature on Msg (may be null, if the goal is authentication
without signing a particular message) using The zero-knowledge
realization of ensures that cannot be linked to
another signature with the same only
proves (and allows V to prove) that Msg was signed with a (non-expired)
credential issued by I, and with parameters DeAnCond and as
described in the following.

and DeAnCond are optional parameters related to deanony-
mization. If is null, there is no way of linking
back to even with cooperation from I. If is non-
null, it represents the public key of a deanonymization organization
D; with the associated secret key D can deanonymize the
transaction, i.e., extract from Figure 1 shows V
sending to D for deanonymization. DeAnCond expresses the
condition (signed by U) under which deanonymization by D is allowed.
(Of course, fairness and correctness of D’s operation are fundamental
to users trusting the system. In [14], ways are discussed to motivate
such fairness and correctness by making D’s actions verifiable.) From

V has a proof that D can deanonymize the signature; when
D actually deanonymizes it, D can also prove the correctness of this
deanonymization, i.e., D can prove that indeed resulted from
showing a credential issued on
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Deanonymization thus allows for a conditional linking between a trans-
action and a user’s nym Another feature nec-
essary for realizing re-identification is identity escrow (‘signed nym reg-
istration’ in [14]). Identity escrow is realized by U providing I with a
proof of linking between and U’s real identity with a signature

where () denotes a signature with a signature private key
associated with a public key certified in an ‘external’ certificate

This certificate is issued by certification authority CA, who
is trusted to either include the real name of the user in or
to reveal it whenever asked. Msg is an optional message; it can, e.g.,
contain information about U’s liability for

When used without identity escrow or deanonymization, the anony-
mous credential system described allows for fully unlinkable and anony-
mous attribute-based authorization. The optional features of deanonymiza-
tion and identity escrow allow for a conditional re-identification with sep-
aration of duties between de deanonymizer (D) conditionally mapping a
transaction back to a nym and the entity enforcing identity escrow (I)
mapping the nym back to an identity. In the following sections, we now
use this credential system in the design of secure and privacy-enhanced
applications.

2. THE AdsOL ADVERTISEMENT SERVICE

2.1 High-Level Description

AdsOL is an advertisement service accessible through the PrivacyPortal
web portal. PrivacyPortal promotes the use of anonymous credentials as
the recommended mechanism for any type of authentication. PrivacyPortal
offers a Kiosk service to all its members; Kiosk is able to accept an
‘external’ payment on behalf of AdsOL (or another portal service) and
converts it into a payment proof in the form of an anonymous credential.

AdsOL charges users posting advertisements, e.g., by a monthly fee;
retrieving and reading advertisements is free of charge. Users posting ad-
vertisements can enter pseudonymous contact information such as a tem-
porary or pseudonymous e-mail address obtained from PrivacyPortal’s
pseudonym email address server. This allows the user who posted an ad
to remain anonymous even when contacted by an interested party.

AdsOL does not limit the range of items that can be advertised for.
However, if a user posts an illegal (e.g., drugs-related) advertisement,
law enforcement (LE) requires a re-identification of the transaction.
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Figure 2. AdsOL Design

2.2 AdsOL Design

We now propose a first privacy-friendly design satisfying above re-
quirements based on attribute-based authorization using our anonymous
credential system; in the next section, we will then show how a risk-
driven design can identify more secure and privacy-friendly solutions.

The idea of our solution is the following.

K (Kiosk) issues a posting credential (a paid subscription to AdsOL)
to a user U on condition of having received payment, and having
applied identity escrow to the credential (nym);

A (AdsOL) accepts an advertisement on condition of having re-
ceived a deanonymizable signature with a posting credential issued
by K.

The design is summarized in Figure 2. In a first step, U obtains the
posting credential from K as follows. U establishes a nym with
K, performs the payment and provides K with the identity escrow in-
formation K then issues the posting credential

valid for a certain period
When posting an advertisement, U sends to A. The ad-

vertisement is included as the signed message in
is deanonymizable by LE on condition MisuseCond. Choosing LE as
deanonymizing organization may make sense under the assumption that
LE anyway has the last word in judging MisuseCond; we could also have
chosen an independent organization D to deanonymize transactions.
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If re-identification is necessary (MisuseCond fulfilled), LE asks A for
related to the specific Advert, deanonymizes it, and asks for

the identity of U related to (we assume that LE deals with A for
obtaining the necessary information). A obtains the provable mapping
between U and from K and provides it to LE.

2.3 Analysis

In the above design, we directly derived authorization and re-identifica-
tion requirements from a high-level description of the system. Autho-
rization and (re-)identification ensure that security requirements are ful-
filled; the attribute-based and anonymous authorization together with
the conditions for re-identification were meant to ensure that these re-
quirements were dealt with in the most privacy-friendly way.

By requiring that every posting transaction be re-identifiable, we as-
sume having excluded A’s risk of not being able to re-identify when
needed, and having provided LE with a secure means to trace illegal
advertisements. Has our design fulfilled these goals?

We have assumed A to be liable towards LE for not being able to
re-identify an illegal advertisement. In our design, A trusts K to in-
vest in an identity escrow infrastructure (relationship with CA, verifying
SigNym) and to be able to identify a real user associated with a nym.
Neither our high-level description nor our design, though, has provided
a motivation for K to do so in in the form of a contractual guarantee or
liability towards A or LE. Thus, we have reduced the privacy of users
(systematic identity escrow and re-identifiability of transactions) with-
out correctly addressing the risk! Even if such liabilities exist, they may
not compensate A’s potential loss. E.g., if A’s operating license gets re-
voked by LE if an illegal advertisement posting cannot be re-identified,
A is likely to decide to act as escrow agent himself. Or, maybe, A will
look for ways to prevent illegal advertisements altogether!

On the other hand, we can also stipulate concrete liabilities and ex-
clude A’s risk without solving LE’s security problem. Assume that A’s
liability for not being able to re-identify an illegal advertisement is a fine
of $1000 to be paid to LE; and K’s liability for not being able to map
a nym to an identity is a fine of $1000 to be paid to A. A has excluded
his risk. But, a bribe of $2000 paid by the misbehaving user may con-
vince K to claim he ‘is sorry he lost the user’s identity mapping record
(including ) and is willing to pay the $1000 to A’. We now
provide expensive but unconditional (assuming K is an ‘honest’ bribee)
anonymity to misbehaving users.
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The above reasoning presents several issues we did not consider in our
first design:

Risks and liabilities should be made explicit without (misplaced)
trust assumptions between organizations: A should not have to
(blindly) trust K for addressing A’s risks and liabilities.

When addressing a risk, the cost of the risk and its liabilities has to
be weighed against the cost of addressing the risk. A fine provides a
different motivation for addressing the risk than having to suspend
operation. From the point of view of the party (LE) imposing this
liability, this of course means that a liability has to motivate the
intended result (correct re-identification).

We have decided to address LE’s requirement for re-identification
without considering whether it was possible to prevent misuse al-
together.

Our risk-driven design in the next section will address these issues.

3. A RISK-DRIVEN DESIGN OF THE AdsOL
SERVICE

In this section, we propose a risk-driven approach for satisfying secu-
rity requirements while maximizing privacy. In this approach, an initial
risk analysis is followed by an iterative process of design option analy-
sis, design decisions and residual risk analysis; during this process, we
gradually refine the protocols used. By focusing on concrete risks for
a specific party, we assure that trust and liability requirements among
organizations are made explicit. By identifying potential design options
regardless of cost, we can identify the most privacy-friendly solution as
well as compromises beween privacy and cost.

Figure 3 illustrates the risk-driven design process for A. ‘R’ stands
for risk, ‘O’ for option. Ri represents the first-level risk; RiOj repre-
sents design option addressing risk RiOjRk represents residual risk

within design option RiOj, etc.

3.1 Initial Risk Analysis for AdsOL (A)

What are the initial risks A is exposed to?

R1. Not being paid. A can lose money and even go out of
business because it is not paid correctly for advertisements.

R2. Fine for illegal advertisement. A may have to pay
IllegalFine for an illegal advertisement.
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Figure 3. Risk/Options Analysis for A

A also needs to determine the consequences of not being able to re-
identify an illegal posting. In a real-world system, this may require an
interaction with LE. We assume that the consequence is suspension of
its operation:

R3. Suspending operation.

For the various risks, we now describe the process of design options
analysis, design decisions and residual risk analysis which will gradually
refine the protocols.
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3.2 Design Options Analysis

3.2.1 R1: Not being paid. A addresses this risk by not pub-
lishing an advertisement without having received a (guarantee of) pay-
ment for it. We consider the following design options:

R1O1. A accepts external payments. A accepts bank trans-
fers, credit card payments etc. from users.

R1O2. K accepts payment for A. K accepts payments from
users and issues posting credentials with which the users can post
advertisements to A. K, of course, has to forward the payment for
every new posting credential to A.

Assuming A prefers not to deal with external payments, we discard R1O1
and further explore R1O2. This decision is represented by underlining
design option R1O2 in Figure 3.

Previously, we stated that A and K are different business entities. A
thus has to take into account a remaining risk of K not paying A for
every posting credential it issues:

R1O2R1. K not paying A

In order to address this risk, A wants a statement from K specifying
K’s liabilities (e.g., payment to A upon issuing a posting credential); in
addition, A wants to be able to prove when a new credential has been
issued or is used:

R1O2R1O1. A can prove issuing of a posting credential

R1O2R1O2. A can prove use of ‘new’ posting credential

R1O2R1O1 cannot be realized as A cannot control K’s interactions
with users. R1O2R1O2 requires that A can distinguish between multi-
use credentials when they are shown. This can only be realized by intro-
ducing linkabilities between credential issuing and credential use; that
would mean reducing users’ privacy in order to solve a trust and liability
problem between K and A!

Getting appropriate (proof of due) payment while respecting users’
anonymity can only be realized in a model where A charges K for every
advertisement posted; as K is only a payment intermediary, this nat-
urally translates into a model where also users pay K per posting as
opposed to per subscription.

At this point, we can either backtrack by reconsidering R1O1 which
was previously discarded, or by changing our initial assumptions and
investigating a pay-per-posting model. In such a model, it suffices that:
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R1O2R1O3. A can prove use of posting credential

We assume the pay-per-posting model is acceptable to both A and K
and thus choose this option. As the change of assumption does not
influence any of the earlier considerations or decisions, there is no need
for backtracking.

At this point, we have to interleave our discussion with K’s indepen-
dent risk and options analysis. K agrees to A’s conditions but of course
decides to issue only one-use posting credentials and to not be liable for
postings with a double-spent credential.

We now return to A’s analysis. A’s remaining risk is

R1O2R1O3R1. Not being paid for double-spent posting
credential

A now considers either on- or offline double-spending detection:

R1O2R1O3R1O1. Online double-spending detection

R1O2R1O3R1O2. Offline double-spending detection

An online double-spending check is expensive but reduces A’s risk to null.
(Strictly speaking, the remaining risk for A is K not paying A even if A
has proof of K’s liability to pay; this should be covered by K’s liabilities
as already assumed when discussing R1O2R1.) In this case, however,
an offline double-spending check may suffice. If a user double-spends
a posting credential, he loses anonymity for both advertisements, as K
would be able to link the nym revealed from double-spending detection
to the user’s identity through the identity escrow data. In addition,
as soon as double-spending is detected, A can immediately cancel the
publication of both advertisements paid for with the credential. Thus,
a user can lose more than he can gain by double-spending a posting
credential.

Because of the possibility to withdraw the advertisements of a double-
spending user, A decides to go for the latter option. Then, for every
posting credential correctly verified by A, K needs to either pay A or
prove it was double-spent.

So far, we derived a partial solution to the design of A, taking into
account the risk R1 of A not being paid. Of the two options for address-
ing this risk, the first was discarded because of cost reasons. Within
the remaining option, we identified the remaining risk by examining
trust assumptions between A and K. We chose to change to a pay-
per-posting model as it allows to fulfill A’s security requirements while
allowing more user privacy. K’s risk and options analysis then made K
to accept being charged for one-use posting credentials without being



liable for their double-spending. Within the pay-per-posting model, we
investigated the remaining risk (double-spending) and the various ways
of addressing it. Between online and offline double-spending detection,
the former is more expensive but excludes remaining risk. We chose,
however, to implement the latter because it is less expensive while A
has good reasons for accepting the residual risk.

We now apply a similar analysis to the remaining initial risk factors.
R2 and R3 share a causal event, an illegal advertisement; R3’s materi-
alization depends in addition on a second event, A’s inability to provide
the user’s name.

In order to avoid unnecessary backtracking, we want to start with the
risk analysis (R2 or R3) which results in the strongest measures against
(or: strongest measures preventing) illegal advertisements. If providing
the user’s name were deemed impossible, R3, being the more severe
risk, would lead us to implement the stronger measures; if providing the
user’s name were trivial or could be realized with no cost to A, R2 would
provide us with the stronger measures. In the absence of any of these
assumptions, we start with the analysis of R2.
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3.2.2 R2: Fine for illegal advertisement (IllegalFine). A
can address this risk in various ways:

R2O1. No check. A can choose not to address this risk; any
message is publicized without screening. This option is discarded
because it is deemed too exensive (IllegalFine).

R2O2. Check by A. A can prevent illegal advertisements by
screening and approving every message before it is posted. This is
expensive and can prevent most illegal advertisements; however, A
has no guarantee that an advertisement which it considers legal is
not considered illegal by LE; also this residual risk is deemed too
high to accept.

R2O3. Check by LE. Illegal advertisements can be excluded
if every message, before being published, is approved by LE him-
self. This is a very expensive solution but completely excludes A’s
risk if LE’s approval is provable (e.g., by a signature); also, given
that excluding illegal messages also excludes any re-identification
requirements in the system and thus is attractive to users, LE may
consider charging the extra cost for this solution to the users.

R2O3O1. Requested by user. A can require that users
only post messages if approved (with a signature) by LE;
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Figure 4.   AdsOL Risk-Driven Design: Protocols and Liabilities

R2O3O2. Requested by A. A himself can contact LE for
every advertisement posted and charges the extra cost to the
user in the form of a higher price per advertisement.

We now assume that users are willing to accept the burden of contact-
ing LE before posting a message to A, as this guarantees them uncondi-
tional anonymity of the posting. (Of course, users require the exchange
with LE to be anonymous as well!) By choosing R2O3O1, we have
completely excluded risk R2 as well as R3.

3.2.3 R3: Suspending Operation. The risk of suspending
operation has thus been excluded by excluding illegal message postings.

3.3 Resulting Design

The resulting design is depicted in Figure 4. In order to obtain a one-
use (MultiSig=false) posting credential, U establishes a nym
with K and performs a payment. The implementation should ensure
that the payment is linked to e.g., by including in the
signed payment message. Before posting Advert to A, U requests a
signed approval on Advert from LE. LE may request a payment for
this service as well. U then posts the approved to A in

now without deanonymization.
The contracts and liabilities represent the observations we made dur-

ing the above analysis. K’s liability expresses his financial obligation
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towards A related to a posting with a non-double-spent A’s
liability towards LE expresses payment of IllegalFine for an illegal ad-
vertisement, and A’s obligation to suspend operation if the correspond-
ing transaction cannot be re-identified. By not taking liability for illegal
advertisements approved by LE and by not accepting non-approved ad-
vertisements, A can however exclude these risks.

3.4 Generalization of the Risk-Driven Design
Approach

Our risk-driven design of the AdsOL application allowed us to identify
a more privacy-friendly solution, although at a potentially higher cost.
It also allowed us to identify hidden trust assumptions (between A and
K) in our previous design which could have led to undefined liabilities
in the event of failed re-identification. We now capture the principles of
the approach.

In the above risk-driven design, we have started out with a risk anal-
ysis for the entity to be designed (A).

A risk which does not involve liabilities towards another party is an
internal risk. A not being paid for the service it provides is an internal
risk.

An external risk is related to a liability towards another party. A’s
risk to have to pay IllegalFine is an external risk. Such risks are
typically captured in contracts or liabilities as shown in Figure 4.

A risk can be dealt with in different ways, leading to different design
options. Of these options, we can assess trust assumptions, cost and
privacy features; these are taken into account when choosing a design
option.

Depending on the option chosen, a risk can then be:

accepted: A accepts the risk of revenue loss due to double-spending.

transformed (delegated) into a risk for another party: A transforms
R1 into a payment liability by K towards A.

prevented or excluded: a loss of revenue because of a double-spent
posting credential can be prevented by an online double-spending
check. Note that, what hat seems as prevention, may often be a
transformation: with or without online double-spending detection,
the initial risk of not being paid (by the user) is only transformed
into the risk of not being paid by K; the protocols chosen merely
ensure that A can hold K liable in case K refuses to pay A (as
expressed with K’s liability statement).
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The risk/options analysis is an iterative process as a residual risk analysis
leads to a new analysis of design options.

In the AdsOL example, we avoided backtracking through design op-
tions in order to keep the simplicity of the example. In general, however,
the design process tries to optimize a function of cost, privacy and risk.
A systematic risk/options analysis is thus likely to involve backtracking;
options should be discarded only if they cannot lead to an optimized
solution.

The description of the approach presented here is informal. Clearly,
development of a real methodology for the risk-driven design needs a
formalization of the risks, of the options addressing those risks and of
the measures for evaluating them:

Risks have to be expressed in terms of the occurrence of events;
if a risk is external, provability of events plays an important role.
E.g., risk R2 can be stated as the existence of a proof of existence,
on A’s web site, of an illegal message posting for which A cannot
prove approval by LE.

Options addressing a risk can be stated in terms of minimizing
or excluding the occurrence of these events. E.g., A’s addressing
R2 (and R3) consists of preventing anyone to be able to prove the
above.

The analysis of the various design options has to be done based on
measurable criteria, e.g., cost estimates of risks and design options.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have presented and illustrated a risk-driven approach
towards designing privacy-friendly and secure applications. Fundamen-
tal principles of the approach are the identification of risks without hid-
den trust assumptions; and a thorough analysis of design options for
addressing risks with a focus on prevention.

Our risk-driven design approach provides for a conceptual framework
facilitating the correct addressing of security requirements resulting from
real risks while enabling identification of the most privacy-friendly so-
lution. However, the development of a real methodology needs a for-
malization of the risks, of the options addressing those risks and of the
measures for evaluating them. These are topics for further research.
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